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The Theatres feature four compositions created mainly for didactic purposes and are called The Plague, The Triumph of Time, The Vanity of Human Glory and The French Plague. 2 On the other hand, the Head is an anatomical waxwork of inestimable value, being the earliest surviving anatomical wax model explicitly created for medical didactic purposes. This model was even mentioned by Albrecht von Haller (1708-1777), a distinguished 17 th -century physiologist, who defined it in the following terms; "wax head modelled with care (…) whereby the artist intended to recreate the process of decay". 3 Zumbo's Theatres give shape to baroque nightmares. They are gruesome Christmas cribs. Their composition is the same as that of the Christmas cribs tracing their roots back to Sicily and Naples, but their purpose is different: while the latter represent the joy of the Gospel, Zumbo's cribs give a distinctly anti-Christmas message. They represent an idea which is the reverse of the song of joy and then even imply that salvation will not be possible. Each of the children's bodies lying in the foreground, livid with putrefaction, seems a feeble, deformed version of the Christ child. The manger is full of bones and rotting bodies. The mothers lie exhausted beside their newborn children and resemble Caravaggio's portrayals of Mary, scantily dressed and supine. These women say "Thy will be done" not to a God of fertility, the Creator of all living things, but to Nature, an impersonal force for the destruction of the world and its cultures. The Theatres are cribs devoid of God, which may be the reason why they appear as festering abortions. Here Adeste fideles is replaced by De profundis. 4 Nature is represented on a sort of inclined plane down which it slides into deterioration. But that is not all. The Head, bleeding from the nose and mouth, is likely to be that of an executed man. Its features are altered, the teeth displayed, almost gnashing in grimace. It stands to reason that these works show stylistic elements typical of contemporary late-Baroque sculpture. Zumbo came from Sicily and had lived for four years in Naples -he was therefore steeped in Spanish culture. His heads' features are reminiscent of the more passionate Spanish expressionist style of art works to be found in the cathedrals of Northern Mediterranean countries. Here, characters such as the Beheaded Saint John and Crucified Christ -e.g. the skin-covered Crucified Christ in Burgos -are drenched in their own redeeming blood, their mouths open or contracted into a spasm. The following generations of artists/craftsmen tended to regard human body fluids in wax models -especially blood -as taboo. Nevertheless, Zumbo's purpose here is to portray the suffering human being. Thus, the Head represents the consequences of a wretched man's death throes, whereas the bodies in the Theatres are writhing in pain. If organic matter is meant to decay, pain must then represent the inevitable fate of human beings, even after death. The spasm of death reaches fulfilment when rigor mortis sets in.
What is the body image emerging from Zumbo's works and, above all, what anatomical detailing did he provide? The Sicilian clergyman moulds either whole bodies, however lacerated -such as in the Theatres -or simply heads, which form coherent wholes compared to other anatomical parts. He tends not to pay much attention to detail. In the Theatres, though all critics hold the opposite opinion, it is clear in some cases that the bodies are not very accurately modelled, undoubtedly because of his intention to model bodies in a putrefied state. Nevertheless, though swollen, putrefied bodies are misshapen, the process of putrefaction itself is sometimes unfaithful to reality. His mannerist background led him to ignore that the greenish-brown figures, with their swollen bellies torn to pieces, would have been highly unlikely to retain clear definition in their facial features or leg and arm muscles. The colours, even though altered by time and restoration, are untruthful and exaggerated, as if from a nightmare. Their appearance seems due more to his dark sense of colours than to his fidelity to reality.
However, this does not mean that purely scientific aspects are not held in due consideration -though this is more the case of the Head than of the Theatres, which have completely different purposes. For instance, the physician, Domenico Cotugno (1736-1822) admired how Zumbo modelled the parotid gland and its auditory canal, described about 30 years earlier by the Danish anatomist, Nicolaus Steno (1638-1686): "I saw the anatomical wax model created by the clergyman Zummo and noticed that Steno's parotid canal in the wax head, where it joins the mouth, is shown divided into two separate parts". 5 The majority of Zumbo's wax models are covered with skin, though in some sculptures -such as in the Head -the epidermis or, less commonly, the surface muscles are removed. Paul Valéry (1871 Valéry ( -1945 considers that "the humanity in a man lies within his skin's outer layer. If the skin is removed and the body dissected, then only machinery will be left". Zumbo's aim is seemingly to portray artistic humansymbolic bodies, not solely anatomical machines. In short, Zumbo's bodies are dead and decayed, partly covered with skin, thus relatively opaque. Moreover, they are represented -though not in their entiretyas coherent wholes. What is gained in terms of expressive force, is lost in terms of anatomical accuracyespecially in the Theatres.
Zumbo's works evoke a sense of an overwhelming stench. Nowadays, they perturb visitors. However, one might ask what reactions they triggered when they were created and first displayed. The Theatres give shape to ancestral phobias about coping with "damp" death, which, throughout history, was deliberately marginalised by society as a carrier of diseases and, in broader terms, a vessel of misfortunes. 6 Unlike the 18th and 19th centuries, people living at the end of the 17th century were familiar with death and decay. Zumbo's works were disturbing, but at the time of their creation did not emanate the evil aura they were to many years later. In particular, they reveal the modeller's abilities and fidelity to reality. In 1707, an anonymous writer pointed out that "the talented sculptor's [Theatres] resemble reality so much that those who look upon them are inevitably seized by horror". 7 During the 19th century, a drastic change in views on Zumbo's waxes was partly brought about by a renewed terror of death. The Sicilian clergyman titillated the viewers' most secret instincts. While people in the 18th century had an aversion to putrefaction -an instance being the important hygienic measures taken by Napoleon in readjusting regulations on cemeteries -, in the 19th century it was regarded as the explosion of nature against culture. As the catalyst for the disintegration of the widelypraised Enlightenment. As sadistic revenge of wet against dry.
The dusky-coloured, pungent fluids oozing from rotten flesh -the quintessence of death -were closely associated with love. 8 They inevitably exerted a strong influence on the 18th century's morbid, Gothic idea of artistic beauty. It was not by chance that the Marquis de Sade (1740-1814) declared his fascination for them while on a visit to Italy:
In this hall, a bizarre idea came to life: a tomb full of corpses at different stages of putrefaction, from the moment of death till the complete destruction of the individual… The impression created by this masterpiece is so strong that each sense seems to trigger alarm to the others. You bring your hand to your nose as an automatic reaction.
The dead bodies, especially if decayed and dismembered, conveyed the idea of a shift from rationality to primitive istincts, thus giving free rein to unbridled sensuality. The alcoholic stench of rotten bodies set the stage for a hormonal orchestra. Life and death fluids mingled in a drenched and decadent orgy.
The morbid fascination for gruesome pseudo-fluids remained unchanged throughout the 18th century, at the end of which it came to a sudden halt. In the 19th century, the general public changed both its idea of artistic beauty and its attitude towards death. The latter was suddenly seen as "pornographic", thus so frightening as to be unutterable and unsuitable for representation, except in the most delicate terms. 10 In the 19th century, visitors declared:
Let us throw a veil upon these perverted works. They can only be looked upon with disgust and their appearance accounts for the French audience's coldness in the face of such impressive anatomic theatre. 11 Zumbo's wax models had by then lost favour in the public eye.
The penetration of sham virgins
Works from the purely anatomical collection will be examined hereafter. The naturalist Felice Fontana (1730-1805) 12 set it up with the aim of creating a sort of miniature universe, to enable physicians to avoid "soiling their own hands" and symbolically to dominate the changing, varied universe of the "flesh" bodies from the inside of the room. Wax models were not created with the sole intention of representing anatomical parts, but, above all, of replacing them. This is why Fontana set out a sort of "anatomical encyclopaedia", which included the wax models and accompanied watercolours with annotations. At present, the pictures hang on the wall, but were once kept in drawers beneath the corresponding caskets, altogether constituting an authentic, three-dimensional anatomy treatise, inciting a visitor to state that "it is all assembled to deliver the most instructive of lessons". The disturbing nature was replaced by reassuring artificiality. As claimed by the followers of the Enlightenment, the education of nations was meant to improve their spiritual life.
The quality of the works appeared exceptional from the outset. However, the wax models seemingly imitated, more than just nature, the great classics of anatomical representations and of Greek sculpture. In some ways, the anatomical representations were to be considered copies of works of art, i.e. copies of copies.
The Medici Venus, largely the work of Clemente Susini (1754-1814) 13 -the best known of the second generation artists of the Florentine School -is the collection's pride owing to its aesthetic and scientific/didactic value alike. The statue was so highly regarded by contemporaries that they ordered more or less faithful copies. These works are now kept in anatomical museums all over Europe, the best known of which being in Poggi Palace in Bologna, the Josephinum Museum in Vienna, the Semmelweiss Museum of the History of Medicine in Budapest, and possibly the Museum of the Wellcome Institute in London.
First of all, an analysis of the name, Medici Venus. Where does it come from? The answer is common knowledge: the artist was inspired by a homonymous Hellenistic copy of a Greek sculpture dating back to the 4th century B.C. and now kept in the Uffizi Gallery. Moreover, the statue's appellation puns the word Medici, which is both the name of a famous Florentine family and the plural form of medico, Italian for "doctor" -the profession the waxwork was intended for.
The Greek Venus represents a classical beauty in a state of complete harmony, expressed through the calm and perfect balance of her leg and arm movements. Her expression is reassuring. Her posture protects her against impertinent glances and is due to her willingness to be portrayed in a statuesque pose -not to modesty. Her sensual -rather than purely sexual -attitude is represented explicitly, though not excessively. In the Florentine version, many features differ. The female wax statues in La Specola and, in particular, the Medici Venus embody a beautiful woman's death throes: her head leans touchingly on a pillow and her arms are open. In the Budapest version, the right leg is slightly raised, as if in a last attempt to conceal what will be examined shortly after with sadistic and voyeuristic glee. In the Bologna sculpture, the head sags more clearly and the body seems to have such an unstable balance as to insinuate that the Venus is on the brink of collapse. Vienna's beauty turns her eyes away, apparently offering herself as a sacrifice to an unknown torturer, at whose hands she suffers abuse but at whom she dare not look. While the anatomical models, also those of females, from the Bologna School -e.g. Eve by Ercole Lelli (1702-1766) -were unaware of their fate, Florence's models -the Medici Venus being the most obvious -are aware of what is happening to them and seem to be conscious sacrificial lambs on a dissecting-room table.
Their horizontal position recalls funerary sculptures, that is to say the anthropomorphic decoration of the sarcophagi. A masterpiece of this moving, highly embellished art is the tomb sculpture of Beata Ludovica Albertoni (1473-1533) by Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) . Reminiscent of the latter, the Medici Venus' body lies horizontally, her head slightly bowed. In particular, her expression resembles that of Bernini's sculpture -somewhere between agony and ecstasy. The two women are caught in the act of dying, but their features betray a barely-concealed orgasm. 14 The Venus seems to delight in her own suffering. Aesthetically. 15 She expresses a sadomasochist satisfaction that Aby Warburg and Georges Didi-Huberman regard as a typical element of some Florentine art movements. 16 She invites onlookers to admire her smooth, falsely demure body and to "enter" her by dismantling her piece by piece -to "penetrate her cognitively", as Francis Bacon (1561-1626) would have put it, accustomed to this kind of metaphor. Her falsely demure attitude awakens earthly love. The pearl necklace she wears seems evidence of her lasciviousness. However, it also serves the purpose of covering the cut under the throat and is considered by some critics a symbol of human vanity.
The Venus propagates an infectious sensuality. Contagious. It inspires the viewpoint that every work can be interpreted in a sexual way. In April, 1792, Madame Vigée Lebrun (1755-1842), portraitist and friend to Queen Marie Antoinette (1755-93), remained shocked at the sight of this perturbing sculpture:
That sight made such an impression upon me that I nearly fainted. For several days I could think of nothing else, to such an extent that I failed to look at anyone without mentally stripping them of clothes and skin. 17 The Venus became a heathen goddess who freed the Self from the Super-Ego's control. However, she differs from the Greek Venus, outwardly composed in her classical perfection. She is a lustful, oriental goddess, drenched in oil and bathed in incense, who provides the onlooker with the courage to cry out things nobody would ever dare to say -even if they are obvious. That is, that the human being is naked. That every waxwork can be divested, even of its skin. That they are capable of being eviscerated and penetrated. That clothes are a bourgeois convention, unable to hide the nakedness of existence. The Venus is therefore obscene and "antisocial". Whatever reaction she may arouse -excitement, indignation, approval or disapproval -after seeing her, nobody remains the same. Her ubiquitous presence even invades dreams.
The Venus' pregnancy only becomes evident at the end of the "examination". It is the last marvel provided by this sinful work of art to the viewer. The woman, kept within a crystal casket, is herself a casket or natural container, as was often the case with anatomical representations of female body. Thus, her virginity lies only within her skin's outer layer. Today's onlooker is shocked to find an absolute inconsistency between the pregnant womb and the rest of the body, which, as an item of an anatomical collection should be above all as faithful to reality as possible. Upon closer inspection, the Venus turns out not to be pregnant and a foetus has been inserted into her womb. The young girl has neither an enlarged abdomen nor heavier breasts, nor bodily alterations typical of pregnancy. These aspects are ignored, as they would have both rendered her less fascinating and dissipated the final surprise. Therefore, this waxwork was created to be an ideal female body rather than a truthful representation of its organs -that is, a sign of its reproductive potentiality as opposed to gestation. Moreover, the foetus is too well-developed to be of such small proportions. The pregnancy is purely symbolic; if a woman at her physiological peak is to be portrayed, then she must be an expectant mother, even at the cost of anatomical inaccuracies.
The skinning of marble statues
Contrary to the emotions stirred up by the female sculptures, the male versions are less evocative. For instance, the wax model representing the superficial lymphatic vessels resemble Michelangelo's Adam in the Sistine Chapel. However, the characters differ in their postures; while Adam stretches out his forefinger to the Creator, the wax figure withdraws his arm and points at himself, as if to place himself at the centre of universe. The anatomical wax model is willing to belong to the scientific world, from which God is excluded. 19 The "anatomical Adam" was simply a recurrent subject for eighteenth-century wax models and, more generally, anatomical works. However, the artists'/craftsmen's or scientists' intention was the creation of a new, ideal pattern of wax male figures. Unlike the Venus statues, the male bodies had no skin, hair or frills whatsoever, thus allowing them to be seen more as an ideal and rendering them "universal examples", independent of space and time. Most of the male statues' features were drawn from masterpieces of Greek sculpture -e.g. Uffizi Museum's Apollo -and this is why viewers still get the impression they are looking at a collection of ancient statues, from which the marble layer resembling the superficial tissues has been removed. Unlike Zumbo's putrefied, tormented models, these statues were meant to represent living bodies. As in Winckelmann's analysis of Laocoon, the male figures' bodies suffered severely, but their calm expression resembled that of neoclassical statues. The hyper-realistic colours -including deep red and blue, used for the arteries and veins respectively, and the light gilding of the bones -emphasized their forms, thus drawing even closer attention to their superiority.
The question now arises of the differences in how male and female bodies of La Specola's wax models are represented. If an attempt is made to conceal the female statues' pudenda from the onlooker's sight by means of a leg or arm movement, the men's genitalia are shown with nonchalance. It is as if the already-skinned men had nothing more to lose. The woman represents "Venus", the man '"Marsyas". That is to say, while the female statues arouse owing to their obvious, unceasing potential for brutalisation, the violence displayed upon the male bodies has already been perpetrated and does not require potentially limitless extension. Internal vs. Pre-superficial organs. The "visceral" nature of the female characters has been already discussed. The Venus statues are always ready to have their own bowels, lungs, and other internal organs removed. Their abdomens resemble a large dinner-tray, into which the person holding it plunges his/her hands to remove jelly-like organs. In this formless mass, the womb is certainly the most important part, as it is the focus of the female body's ideal representations -even in an unfertilised state. The female body is constituted around the womb, around which the other organs cluster. Woman is, therefore, a full box. On the other hand, the male is chosen to represent "pre-superficial organs", that is the outer muscle layers as opposed to the skin. His virility is expressed through the neoclassical harmony of his muscular forms, in contrast to the softness of the female tissues. If his internal organs are to be represented, the man is likely to be as "hollow" as a container without contents. The only important internal organs to be found are the kidneys and the heart, which is regarded as the male figure's centre -as with the womb in the female statues. Every internal organ of the male body aims at directing the viewer's attention to the outer wrapping, which is a layer woven with blood vessels. The inner part, on the other hand, resembles a large bubble surrounding the heart, which is only needed to emphasise the outer part. In short, Man is an empty box.
Modular structure vs. Layering. Body representations usually follow two distinct patterns of visual images, i.e. the topographic or the systematic pattern. According to the topographic pattern, all the organs from a certain body region are represented -as are nerves, vessels, and what links them to the adjacent parts. As a full box, the female body is represented according to this very pattern, its main feature being a variety of microscopic elements. Female statues have, therefore, a modular structure. On the other hand, the male body is characterised by the unity of the microscopic elements, thus, it is generally represented according to the systematic pattern. This tends to combine parts from a single system -e.g. skeletal, muscular or nervous systems -and to omit the rest, if possible. In general, only bones, ligaments, and cartilage or different muscle layers are joined together. The male body can not be dismantled owing to the outer layering of its organs. The only way truly to know it is to strip it like a fish.
Softness vs. Hardness. The female body is chosen to represent soft, loose tissues found mainly in the abdomen. Furthermore, only the female wax models are covered with skin, which gives the illusion of soft sensuality. Males are, instead, chosen to represent hard tissues and are never covered with skin, their muscles being in most cases the sculptures' core. In some male models, the artists failed accurately to reproduce veins and arteries, as they are too swollen and their colours too intense. On the other hand, a skeleton's sex is hard to classify, although one can hazard a reasonable guess as to its masculinity. Lymphatic vessels and nerves are to be found in the male figures, possibly because they are modelled as small threads which get tangled close to rigid parts, resembling climbing plants on a wall. They were frequently represented thanks to the contemporary studies conducted by Paolo Mascagni (1755-1815), Professor of Anatomy at the University of Siena and, for a while, member of the museum's research staff. Nevertheless, lymphatic vessels can also be found in female characters' thorax and abdomen, offering an opportunity to dismantle two bodies.
Horizontal vs. Vertical position. Female models always lie flat on their backs, waiting for the executioner pitilessly to perform his duty. Male models, instead, are usually standing -which obviously does not mean that they never assume a horizontal position, but that at least they have the choice. Male organs appear firmer and, as it were, self-supporting.
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